
Verifying Invariants of Rewriting LogiSpei�ationsVlad Rusu1 and Manuel Clavel231 Inria Rennes Bretagne-Atlantique, Rennes, Franerusu�irisa.fr2 Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spainlavel�sip.um.es3 IMDEA Software Institute, Madrid, Spainmanuel.lavel�imdea.orgAbstrat. We present a novel approah based on indutive theoremproving for verifying invariants of dynami systems spei�ed in rewritinglogi, a formal spei�ation language implemented in the Maude system.An invariant is a property that holds on all the states that are reahablefrom a given lass of initial states. Our approah onsists in enoding thesemanti aspets that are relevant for our task (namely, verifying invari-ane properties of the spei�ed systems) in membership equational logi,a sublogi of rewriting logi. The invariane properties are then formal-ized over the enoded rewrite theories and are proved using an indutivetheorem prover for membership equational logi also implemented in theMaude system using its reetive apabilities. We illustrate our approahby verifying mutual exlusion in an n-proess Bakery algorithm.1 IntrodutionRewriting logi [1℄, abbreviated as rl in this paper, is a formal spei�ationlanguage, in whih a system's dynamis an be expressed by means of rewriterules over a system's state de�ned equationally in some version of equationallogi. The adequay of rewriting logi for speifying dynami systems has beendemonstrated by many pratial appliations, inluding programming languagesemantis [2℄, ative networks, [3℄, and bioinformatis [4℄. Currently, there areseveral systems whih implement di�erent variants of this logi, e.g., Maude [5℄,Elan [6℄, and afeObj [7℄. Membership equational logi [8℄, abbreviated as melin this paper, is the logi implemented in Maude as rl's underlying equationallogi. This logi generalises order-sorted logi with so-alled membership axioms.Our approah for indutively verifying invariants of rl theories relies on theexpressivity of mel, whih allows us to indutively de�ne the sort of those termsthat are reahable from a given lass of initial terms in a rl spei�ation.The Maude system [5℄ onsists of a language for expressing rl and mel spe-i�ations, along with a set of tools for analysing suh spei�ations and verifyingthem against user-de�ned properties. In partiular, the �nite-state veri�ationtools provided by the Maude system inlude a state-spae searhing tool and amodel heker for linear temporal logi properties [9℄. In�nite-state systems analso be veri�ed in Maude by abstrating in�nite state spaes to �nite ones using
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Fig. 1. Our approah in the ontext of Maude's veri�ation tools.equational abstrations [10℄. However, equationally de�ning sound abstrationsis not easy - equational abstrations do not preserve reahability in general [10℄.Hene, in Maude, interative theorem remains a useful veri�ation approah,both by itself and in ombination with Maude's automati veri�ation tools.Our ontribution in this paper is an approah based on indutive theorem prov-ing for verifying invariants of rl spei�ations. Intuitively, an invariant is aprediate that holds in all states that are reahable from a given lass of initialstates. Our approah onsists in translating invariants of rl theories into indu-tive properties of mel theories. We prove that the translation is orret, i.e., itmaps invariants expressed in mel to true indutive mel properties, whih anthen be proved using available indutive theorem provers like the itp tool [11℄.The proposed approah ompletes the set of veri�ation tools available forMaude, and an be used in onjuntion with those other tools (see Figure 1).Assume a system S and a prediate ' on the system's state. We formalise themin Maude as, respetively, a mel sentene 'mel and rl theory Srl and formalisethe fat that ' is an invariant of S (starting from a given lass of initial states ofS) as Srl ` 2'mel. Then, e.g., the user an try to falsify statement Srl ` 2'melusing Maude's model heker or searh ommand; or she an try to prove thestatement using Maude's model heker, maybe in onjution with equationalabstrations, or, via our translation to mel, by indutive theorem proving.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 we provide bak-ground on mel and rl. We then de�ne the notion of an invariant ' of a rltheory R starting from an initial term t0, denoted by hR; t0i ` 2', as follows:for any prediate ' expressed in mel, hR; t0i ` 2' means that '(t) is equa-tionally provable in the standard (i.e., the initial) model of the underlying meltheory of R, for all ground terms t reahable from a term t0 by ground top-levelrewriting in R. Ground top-level rewriting requires that mathing ours at theoutermost level of the term to be rewritten, and only via ground substitutions ofall the free variables ouring in the term and the rewrite rule. We demonstratethe adequay of our notion of ground top-level rewriting for expressing the dy-namis of systems expressed in rl, espeially when the lass of initial states isexpressed by a non-ground term t0 and when rewrite rules have supplementaryvariables in their right-hand sides and onditions. These features are ruial formodelling parametri systems, suh as our n-proes Bakery algorithm example.The ore of the approah is presented in Setion 3. First, we de�ne an auto-mati translation that takes a rl theory R and a term t0, and generates a meltheoryM(R; t0), whih enrihes the mel subtheory of R with a new sort, alled



Reahable , and with the membership axioms that indutively de�ne this sort.Then, we show that \being of sort Reahable inM(R; t0)" and \being reahablein R from t0 by ground top-level rewriting" are equivalent statements. Next,we give an alternative de�nition of the notion of an invariant ' of a rl theoryR starting from an initial term t0, as follows: '(t) is equationally provable inthe standard (i.e., the initial) model ofM(R; t0) for all ground terms t of sortReahable in M(R; t0). We �nally prove that the two de�nitions of invarianeare equivalent. The advantage of the seond one is that allows us to prove in-variants of rl spei�ations by indution on the sort Reahable, using existingindutive theorem provers for mel suh as the itp tool.The appliation of our approah to the n-proess Bakery algorithm is de-sribed in Setion 4. In Setion 5 we onlude and disuss related and futurework. A separate Appendix ontains proofs for the results stated in the paper.2 Membership Equational Logi and Rewriting LogiWe give here a brief presentation of membership equational logi and rewritinglogi; for a full aount the reader may onsult [1,8℄.A membership equational logi (mel) signature is a tuple (K;�; S) whereK is a set of kinds, � is a K� � K indexed family of funtion symbols � =f�w;kg(w;k)2K��K , and S = fSkgk2K is a pairwise disjoint K-indexed family ofsets of sorts - where Sk is the set of sorts of kind k. A signature (K;�; S) is oftendenoted simply by �; then, T� denotes the set of ground terms over signature�. Given a set X = fx1 : k1; : : : ; xn : kng of kinded variables, T�(X) denotesthe set of terms with free variables in the set X . Similarly, T�;k and T�;k(X)denote, respetively, the set of ground terms of kind k and the set of terms ofkind k with free variables in the set X . A mel atomi formula over (K;�; S)is either an equality t = t0, where t and t0 are terms in T�;k(X), for some kindk 2 K, or a membership assertion t : s, where t is a term in T�;k(X) and s isa sort in Sk, for some kind k 2 K. A mel sentene is a universally quanti�edHorn lause on atomi formulas:(8X)t = t0 if C; or (1)(8X)t : s if C (2)where the ondition C has the form (for some �nite sets of indies I; J):î2I(ui = vi) ^ ĵ2J(wj : sj)Sentenes of the form (1) are alled onditional equations, and sentenes of theform (2) are alled onditional memberships. An equation (resp. a membership)is alled unonditional when it does not have onditions.A mel theory is a tuple M = (�;E) that onsists of a mel signature �and a set of mel sentenes over �. mel has a omplete dedution system [8℄,in the sense that a formula ' is provable from the sentenes of a theory (�;E),denoted as (�;E) ` ' (or simply E ` '), if and only ' is semantially valid,i.e., it holds in all the models of that theory.



De�nition 1. Consider a mel theoryM = (�;E) and an atomi formula e ofthe form (8X)t = t0 or (8X)t : s. Then,M entails e, denoted byM ` e (or justE ` e when the signature is lear from the ontext) if e an be obtained from thesentenes in E by using the following rules:1. Reexivity: t2T�(X)E`(8X)t=t2. Membership: E`(8X)t0=t E`(8X)t:sE`(8X)t0:s3. Symmetry: E`(8X)t0=tE`(8X)t=t04. Transitivity: E`(8X)t1=t2 E`(8X)t2=t3E`(8X)t1=t35. Congruene: f2�k1;:::;kn;k t1;:::tn2T�ki (X) for i2[1;n℄ t0i2T�ki(X) E`(8X)ti=t0iE`(8X)f(t1;:::;ti;:::;tn)=f(t1;:::;t0i;:::;tn)6. Replaement1 (8X)t=t0 if C 2E �:X 7!T�(Y ) E`(8Y )C�E`(8Y )t�=t0�7. Replaement2 (�) (8X)t:s if C 2E �:X 7!T�(Y ) E`(8Y )C�E`(8Y )t�:swhere � : X 7! T�(Y ) are kind-preserving substitutions, and for a ondition C :Vi2I (8X)(ui = vi)^Vj2J (8X)(wj : sj), the notation E ` (8Y )C� is a shortutfor the onjuntion Vi2I E ` (8Y )(ui� = vi�) ^Vj2J E ` (8Y )(wj� : sj).However, semanti validity may not be a very adequate notion of truth whenreasoning about spei�ations, sine there are many interesting properties thatdo hold in their \standard" models but do not hold in others of their models.The standard model of an spei�ation is alled its initial model [8℄. In theinitial model of a mel theory, sorts are interpreted as the smallest sets satisfyingthe axioms in the theory, and equality is interpreted as the smallest ongruenesatisfying those axioms. We write E `ind (8X)' to say that the sentene ' holdsin the initial model of (�;E).Example 1. The following mel theory NAT is an spei�ation of the naturalnumbers, with no arithmeti operations.{ KNAT = fNat?g.{ �NAT (�;Nat?) = f0g.{ �NAT (Nat?;Nat?) = fsg.{ �NATw;Nat? = ;, for w 62 f�;Nat?g.{ SNat? = fNatg.{ ENAT = f0 : Nat ; (8N) s(N) : Nat if N : Natg :The initial model of the theory NAT is the (usual) set N of natural numbers.A rewriting logi (rl) theory is a tupleR = (K;�; S;E;R), where (K;�; S;E)is a mel theory and R is a set of rewrite rules of the form:(�) (8X) l ! r if C (3)where the ondition C has the form Vi2I (ui = vi) ^ Vj2J (wj : sj) for some�nite sets of indies I and J ; that is, like for mel sentenes, we onsider thatonly equations and memberships are allowed in the onditions of the rules. Notethat in its most general form [12℄, rewriting logi also allows for rewrites inonditions and frozen arguments, whih we do not onsider here.



De�nition 2. For a rl theory R = (�;E;R) and two terms t; t0 2 T�(X), wesay that R entails the sequent (8X)t�!t0 at top level, denoted by R ` (8X)t�!t0,i� the sequent an be obtained by applying the following rules:1. Reexivity: t2T�(X)R`(8X)t�!t2. Transitivity: R`(8X)t�!1 t2 R`(8X)t�!2 t3R`(8X)t�!1 t33. Equality: E`(8X)t=u R`(8X)u�!u0 E`(8X)u0=t0R`(8X)t�!t04. Replaement: (�) (8X) l�!r if C 2R �:X 7!T� (Y ) E`(8Y )�(C)R`(8Y )�(l)�!�(r)We note that in the logi's most general form [12℄ there is also a Congruene rule.Eliminating the Congruene rule amounts to imposing rewriting at top level.We now introdue ground top-level rewriting. Intuitively, when rewriting aterm (8X)t with a rule (8Y )l ! r if C by ground top-level rewriting, the term(8X)t is �rst transformed into a ground instane �(t) of itself, and then �(t) isrewritten at top level, suh that the mathing of �(t) by l is performed by meansof a ground substitution of all variables ouring in l, r, and C.De�nition 3. For a rl theory R = (�;E;R) and two terms t 2 T�(X) andt 2 T�, we say that R entails the sequent (8X)t�!t0 at ground top level, denotedby R #̀ (8X)t�!t0, if there exists a ground substitution � : X 7! T� and aderivation R ` �(t)�!t0 at top level (f. De�nition 2) in whih all appliationsof the Replaement rule use ground substitutions.Example 2. To illustrate ground top-level rewriting, onsider the term s(W ) inthe theory NAT and the rule s(X)! s(s(Y )). Then, s(W ) an be ground top-level rewritten into s(s(0)) in one step: s(W ) is transformed into the groundterm s(0) using the ground substitution W  0, and s(0) is rewritten to s(s(0))by the rule, using the ground substitution X  0; Y  0. Note that \standard"rewriting of the given term with the given rule generates sequenes of non-ground terms, e.g., s(W ); s(s(W )); : : : ; sn(W ); : : :, none of whih denote statesof a system modelled in rl, whereas ground rewriting only generates groundterms, whih do denote states. This is the main reason why ground rewriting isthe adequate notion for expressing the dynamis of systems spei�ed in rewrit-ing logi, espeially when the set of initial states is given by a non-ground termand rules have supplementary variables in right-hand sides and onditions. Para-metri systems, suh as the n-proess Bakery algorithm disussed in Setion 4,naturally use suh supplementary variables for expressing their dynamis.The next example is relatively simple (its initial state is denoted by a groundinitial term, and its rewrite rules have no supplementary variables in right-handsides/onditions). We use it as a running example, and to illustrate the adequayof top-level rewriting for desribing the dynamis of systems spei�ed in rl.Example 3. Suppose that a �le an be aessed in reading and in writing, butthat it an not be read and written at the same time and that no more than onewriter an aess it at any time. A spei�ation of this system in rl (borrowed



from [5℄), alled READERS-WRITERS, inludes the delaration of a sort Stateof a kind [State℄ for the states of the system, together with a onstrutor h:; :ithat takes two natural numbers and returns a State.The evolution of the system is then spei�ed by the following rewrite rules:RREADERS-WRITERS = 8>><>>: h0; 0i ! h0; s(0)i;hR; s(W )i ! hR;W i;hR;W i ! hs(R);W i if W = 0;hs(R);W i ! hR;W iThe �rst rule spei�es that, from an initial state h0; 0i without any readersor writers, the system an aept one writer; the seond rule spei�es that thenumber of writers an derease; the third rule spei�es that the number of readersan inrease if there are no writers ative on the �le; and the fourth rule spei�esthat the number of readers an derease as well. We note that the system isin�nite-state, as the number of readers an grow beyond any bound by the thirdrule. We also note that the rewriting in READERS-WRITERS neessarily oursat top-level : it transforms terms of kind [State℄ to terms of the same kind, andno subterms of terms of kind [State℄ have kind [State℄ - hene, rewriting annotour below the top level. This is often the ase in pratie, e.g., [13℄ suggeststhat top-level rewriting is enough for speifying a broad lass of systems in rl.Invariants of Rewrite TheoriesWe ontinue this setion by de�ning the notion of invariant for a rewrite theory.Intuitively, a prediate over the states of a dynami system is an invariant if theprediate holds in all the states of the system that are reahable from a givenlass of initial states. To formalize this notion in the ase of a system whih isspei�ed in a rl theory (K;�; S;E;R) we have to settle the following issues:1. how are the states and the dynamis to be spei�ed?2. how are the state prediates to be formalized?3. when are the prediates to be onsidered as holding in a state?We propose that states of a system be represented by ground terms of a ertainkind [State℄, and the dynamis of the system be de�ned by ground top-levelrewriting, starting from an initial term t0 (not neessarily ground) of kind [State℄.With regards to state prediates, they shall be formalized by Horn sentenes(8x : [State℄)(8Y )' having a free variable x of the kind [State℄ (and possiblyother free variables, denoted here by Y , with x =2 Y ). Finally, a state prediate' shall be onsidered to hold in a state t when the prediate '(t=x), obtainedfrom ' by substitution the variable x with the term t, holds in the initial modelof the mel subtheory of the rl spei�ation of the system: E `ind (8Y )'(t=x).De�nition 4. Let R = hK;�; S;E;Ri be a rl theory with a kind [State℄ 2 K,(8X)t0 2 T�;[State℄(X) a term, and (8x : [State℄;8Y )' a state prediate. Then,' is an invariant of R for the initial states t0, denoted by hR; t0i ` 2', iffor all ground terms t 2 T�;[State℄; R #̀ (8X)t0�!t implies E `ind (8Y )'(t=x).



Example 4. Consider the rl spei�ation READERS-WRITERS. Assuming a >prediate de�ned in the mel subtheory NAT and assuming the standard aes-sors fst and snd to pairs, we an desribe the mutual exlusion between readersand writers as the state prediate mutex, de�ned by the following equations:(8x : [State℄)mutex(x) = true if fst(x) = 0(8x : [State℄)mutex(x) = true if snd(x) = 0(8x : [State℄)mutex(x) = false if fst(x) > 0 ^ snd(x) > 0The invariane of mutex on the READERS-WRITERS system starting fromthe (ground) initial term h0; 0i, is denoted by hREADERS-WRITERS; h0; 0ii `2mutex and is de�ned by the fat that, for all terms t of the kind [State℄,READERS-WRITERS #̀ h0; 0i�!t implies NAT `ind mutex(t=x).Automati falsi�ation of invariantsBefore desribing the interative proof of invariants in the next setion we disusshere the automati falsi�ation of invariants. Proving and falsifying are omple-mentary tehniques, and automatially trying to falsify an invariant is usefulbefore starting an interative proof, whih, in ase the invariant does not hold,would not sueed anyway. We shall onsider invariane statements hR; t0i ` 2'in whih the theory R is exeutable4 and suh that the initial term t0 is groundand the state prediate ' has only one free variable, whih has kind [State℄.We show that, under these onstraints, Maude's searh ommand [5℄ pro-vides us with a sound and omplete proedure for falsifying invariants. Theonstraints on the initial term and state prediate an be dropped; then, thefalsi�ation proedure beomes inomplete but remains sound.We only present here the features of the ommand that are useful for ourpurposes. Consider a state prediate (8x : [State℄)' with ' , '0 if '1 : : : 'n,suh that all 'i, for i = 0; : : : ; n(n 2 N) are atomi equations or memberships.We shall employ searh ommands of the formsearh t0 =>* x suh that '1(x) ^ : : : ^ 'n(x) ^ :'0(x) (4)where t0 is a ground term, and x is a variable of the same kind as t0.The searh ommand (4) performs a breadth-�rst exploration of the set ofterms x that are reahable by rewriting from the initial term t05. The ommandterminates suessfully if it returns at least one term x, reahable from t0, andsatisfying all the onditions listed in the suh that lause of the ommand (4).Observation 1 Assume an invariane statement of the form hR; t0i ` 2' suhthat: the rl theory R is exeutable; the initial term t0 is ground; and the stateprediate ' has only one free variable, whih has kind [State℄. Then, the searhommand (4) terminates suessfully i� hR; t0i 6` 2'.4 In partiular, exeutability requires that there are no supplementary variables inright-hand sides and onditions of rules; see [5℄ for details.5 we assume that the rewriting ours at top level only; if this is not the ase, rewritingat top-level an always be fored by enapsulating the rewrite rules of R [13℄.



The statement holds for the following reasons: exeutabality ensures that, on theone hand, the suh that lause is deidable, and, on the other hand, that thesearh ommand is omplete (it �nds any reahable state in �nite time); and,moreover, when the initial term is ground and the spei�ation is exeutable (inpartiular, it has no supplementary variables in the right-hand sides of rules andin the onditions), rewriting at top-level is ground by onstrution.Example 5. The rl spei�ation READERS-WRITERS and the prediate mu-tex from Example 4 satisfy all the onditions in Observation 1. We an try tofalsify the invariane hREADERS-WRITERS; h0; 0ii ` 2mutex as follows:searh h0; 0i =>* x suh that :mutex(x) (5)The ommand does not terminate beause hREADERS-WRITERS; h0; 0ii `2mutex atually holds, as we shall see in the following setion. However, e.g., ifthe onditionW = 0 was dropped from the third rule of READERS-WRITERS,then the ommand would terminate suessufully with x = hs(0); s(0)i. We anthen ask Maude for a ounterexample trae, and use the trae for debuging.The searh ommand does require an initial ground term and no supplemen-tary variables in the onditions, but if t0 and ' have (more) free variables, theuser an instantiate them before the searh, without ompromising soundness.3 Theorem Proving for Invariane PropertiesIn this setion we present our theorem-proving based approah for verifyinginvariants of rewrite theories. The setion is organised as follows. We �rst de�nean automati translation that takes a rl theory R and a term t0 and generatesa mel theoryM(R; t0), whih enrihes R with a sort alled Reahable and withmemberships de�ning it. We show that \being reahable in R from t0 by groundtop-level rewriting" and \having sort Reahable in M(R; t0)" are equivalentstatements. Then, as a orollary to the above result, we prove that, for any stateprediate (8x : [State℄)(8X)', hR; t0i ` 2' is equivalent to the fat that thefollowing impliation: (8x : [State℄)(8X)(x : Reahable ) ') holds in the initialmodel of the theory M(R; t0). This equivalene gives us the formal basis forproving invariants using indutive theorem provers, suh as the itp tool.In the following de�nition, we \enode" reahability in a rl theory R (start-ing from a term t0) in a mel theoryM(R; t0) using a membership axiom for t0and a membership axiom �(�) for eah rule � in R. The axiom for t0 says thatt0 is reahable, and the axiom �(�) \reverses" the rule �, enoding the fat thatthe right-hand side of � is reahable whenever its left-hand side is.De�nition 5. Consider a rl theory R = (K;�; S;E;R), a sort State 2 S withkind [State℄ 2 K, and a term t0 2 T�;[State℄(X). We denote by M(R; t0) themel theory (KM(R;t0); �M(R;t0); SM(R;t0); EM(R;t0)) built as follows:{ KM(R;t0) = K{ �M(R;t0) = �{ SM(R;t0)=S[S0[State℄ with S0[State℄=S[State℄[fReahableg and Reahable =2 S



{ EM(R;t0) = E [ f(8X)t0 : Reahableg [ f�(�)j(�) 2 Rg, with �((�)(8X) l !r if C)) being the membership (8X) r : Reahable if l : Reahable ^ C.Example 6. Consider the readers-writers system given in Example 3. The meltheory M(READERS-WRITERS; h0; 0i) onsists of the sort delaration andmemberships shown below.{ KM(READERS-WRITERSh0;0i) = KREADERS-WRITERS{ �M(READERS-WRITERS;h0;0i) = �READERS-WRITERS{ SM(READERS-WRITERS;h0;0i) = SREADERS-WRITERS[S0[State℄, with S0[State℄ =SREADERS-WRITERS[State℄ [ fReahableg{ EM(READERS-WRITERS;h0;0i) = EREADERS-WRITERS [ E0, whereE0 = 8>>>><>>>>: h0; 0i : Reahableh0; s(0)i : Reahable if h0; 0i : ReahablehR;W i : Reahable if hR; s(W )i : Reahablehs(R);W i : Reahable if hR;W i : Reahable^ W = 0hR;W i : Reahable if hs(R);W i : Reahable :Theorem 1. Consider a rl theory R = (K;�; S;E;R) with a sort State 2 Swith kind [State℄ 2 K, and a term t 2 T�;[State℄(X). Then, for all ground termst0 2 T�;[State℄, R #̀ (8X)t�!t0 if and only ifM(R; t) ` (8X)t0 : Reahable:The idea of the proof (f. the Appendix) is that rewriting steps that use a givenrule � in the ground top-level dedution system of the rewrite theory R, an beemulated by equivalent proof steps in the dedution system of the mel theoryM(R; t0), using the orresponding membership �(�) from De�nition 5. We alsouse the fat that the new sort Reahable annot inuene dedution in (�;E).Observation 2 We emphasise the importane of ground rewriting for Theo-rem 1 to hold. Consider the rl theory onsisting only of a kind Foo, of a on-stant a of kind Foo and of the funtion f : Foo 7! Foo. Let t0 = f(x). Then, byusual (non-ground) rewriting, only f(x) is reahable, as there are no equations orrewrite rules. Yet, in the translation to mel, f(a) : Reahable is provable (usingReplaement2 in De�nition 1, with the membership f(x) : Reahable and sub-stitution � : x  a) in ontradition with Theorem 1. By ontrast, with groundrewriting, f(a) is reahable from t0 (with substitution � : x a in De�nition 3).Next, remember that `ind denotes truth in an initial model.Corollary 1. Consider a rl theory R = (K;�; S;E;R), a sort State 2 S withkind [State℄ 2 K and a state prediate (8x : [State℄;8X)'. Then, hR; t0i ` 2'if and only if M(R; t0) `ind (8x : [State℄)(8X)(x : Reahable) ').The proof (f. the Appendix) uses Theorem 1, together with some standardproperties about initial models and the fat that the sort Reahable inM(R; t)is new and therefore does not inuene truth in the initial model of (�;E).Hene, proving invariants hR; t0i ` 2' is equivalent to proving indutivetheorems of the formM(R; t0) `ind (8x : [State℄)(8X)(x : Reahable) '). Thelatter are statements about the initial model of a mel theory, hene, they anbe proved by indution - here, indution is performed on the sort Reahable .



ti := 1 +maxftj jj = 1; ng ti := 0ti � min-nonzeroftj jj = 1; ngCritialTry Sleep
Fig. 2. The i-th proess in the n-proess Bakery algorithmExample 7. Consider again the spei�ation of a readers-writers system in Ex-ample 3, and the mutex prediate de�ned in Example 5. To prove the invarianthREADERS-WRITERS; h0; 0ii ` 2mutexone proves that (8x)(x : Reahable =) mutex(x) = true) holds in the initialmodel of M(READERS-WRITERS; h0; 0i). Using the itp tool, indution onthe sort Reahable generates, as expeted, �ve subgoals: one for the member-ship de�ning the initial state, and four for the four other memberships de�ningthe sort Reahable. Here, all subgoals are automatially proved using the itpommand auto, whih invokes automati rewriting and deision proedures. Ofourse, proofs are not always so automati. In Setion 4 we shall see an example(an n-proesses Bakery Algorithm) where auxiliary lemmas (some of whih arealso invariane properties) are required for proving the main invariant.4 Example: verifying an n-proess Bakery AlgorithmThe n-proess Bakery algorithm onsidered here is an example of a parametrisystem, i.e., it onsists of a parametri number n of idential proesses. Eah ofthese proesses alternates between Sleep, Try, and Critial loations, and has atiket denoted by ti for the i-th proess (f. Fig. 2). When going from Sleep toTry, proess number i sets its tiket ti to the maximum over all tikets plus one.The ondition to enter the Critial loations is that the urrent tiket is less orequal to theminimum non-zero of the multiset of tikets. The minimum non-zeroof a nonempty multiset S of natural numbers is de�ned by min-nonzero(S) = 0if S only ontains opies of 0; and min-nonzero(S) = min(S n f0g) otherwise.Here, min denotes the smallest element of a (nonempty) multiset, and S n f0gdenotes the multiset obtained by removing all opies of 0 from S.Finally, when going bak to Sleep eah proess resets its tiket to zero.The mutual exlusion property means that two di�erent proesses an notbe in Critial state at any time. We need the three following auxiliary lemmas:{ the tikets of proesses in loations Try or Critial are all non-zero;{ the tikets of proesses in loations Try or Critial are all distint ;{ the tikets of proesses in Critial equal the minimum-non-zero of all tikets.The �rst lemma holds, beause entering Try sets a tiket to a non-zero value, andentering Critial does not modify the tiket. The seond lemma holds beause, onthe transition from Sleep to Try, the tikets are set to new values - the maximumover all tikets plus one, and, again, entering Critial does not modify the tikets.The third lemma holds beause: (a) the ondition to enter Critial is that thetiket is less or equal to the minimum non-zero of all tikets, (b) the minimum



nonzero of a multi-set of non-zero values (guaranteed the �rst lemma) equalsthe (usual) minimum; and () there are no smaller tikets than the minimum.Finally, mutual exlusion holds beause, moreover, the minimum of a multi-setin whih all elements are distint (guaranteed by the seond lemma), is unique;hene, a unique proess, holding that unique value, may be in the ritial setion.Speifying the protool in rl. To speify the n-proess Bakery algorithm in rlwe �rst de�ne the sort of loal states : pairs onsisting of a loation and a naturalnumber (the tiket). We also de�ne aessors to loal states:(8L;N)(hL;Ni : LoalState if L : Lo ^ N : Nat)(8L;N)hL;Ni:lo = L(8L;N)hL;Ni:ti = NNext, we de�ne the sort of states : they are either the loal states or the ompo-sition (denoted by the in�x operation \;") of a loal state and a state:(8LS)(LS : State if LS : LoalState)(8LS; ST )((LS;ST ) : State if LS : LoalState ^ ST : State)We then equationally de�ne, in the expeted way, the size of a state as itsnumber of proesses, denoted by dim(), and the aessors and modi�ers forstates, namely, ST [i℄ that returns the i-th loal state of the state ST , andST with[i℄ := LS, whih returns the state ST whose i-th loal state has beenreplaed by LS. We also de�ne the maximum max(ST ) and minimum non-zeromin-nonzero(ST ) over the tikets of all the loal states in a state ST .Finally, the three transitions of the system, parameterised by the omponentthat performs them, are spei�ed by rewrite rules:(8 i; ST )ST ! (ST with[i℄ := hTry ; 1 +max (ST )i)if i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄:lo = Sleep (6)(8 i; ST )ST ! (ST with[i℄ := hCritial ; ST [i℄:tii)if i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄:lo = Try (7)(8 i; ST )ST ! (ST with[i℄ := hSleep; 0i)if i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄:lo = Critial (8)Notie that the rules have the supplementary variable i in their right-hand sides.Without it, it would be very diÆult to express whih proess makes a move.Suh supplementary variables are ruial for modelling parametri systems.Verifying the protool in mel To verify the algorithm following our approah, we�rst translate its spei�ation in rl into mel. The reahability relation de�nedby the rewrite rules (6),(7), and (8) are enoded by the following memberships:(8 i; ST )(ST with[i℄ := hTry ; 1 +max (ST )i) : Reahable if ST : Reahable^ i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄:lo = Sleep(8 i; ST )(ST with[i℄ := hCritial ; ST [i℄:tii) : Reahable if ST : Reahable^ i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄:lo = Try



(8 i; ST )(ST with[i℄ := hSleep; 0i) : Reahable if ST : Reahable^ i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄:lo = CritialNext we speify the (arbitrarily many) initial states of the n-proess Bakeryalgorithm. For this, we delare that the omposition of any number of loalstates with loation Sleep and tiket 0 is an initial state.Init(0) = hSleep; 0i(8n)Init(s(n)) = hSleep; 0i; Init(n)(8n)Init(n) : Reahable if n : NatFinally, we formalize the mutual exlusion property over the resulting melspei�ation as the following theorem:(8ST; i; j)ST : Reahable ^ i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ j : Int^ j � 0 ^ j < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄ = Critial ^ ST [j℄ = Critial=) i = jThis formula says that in all reahable (global) states, if two loal states at(valid) positions i and j are both in the Critial loation, then neessarily i = j.The itp proof of mutual exlusion goes like the informal proof skethed atthe beginning of this setion. The user states and proves three auxiliary lemmas.The �rst one says that in all loations exept Sleep, tikets are stritly positive:(8ST; i)ST : Reahable ^ i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ :isSleep(ST [i℄:lo)=) ST [i℄:ti > 0The seond one says that distint proesses outside Sleep hold distint tikets:(8ST; i; j)ST : Reahable ^ i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ j : Int ^ j � 0^j < dim(ST ) ^ i < j ^ :isSleep(ST [i℄:lo) ^ :isSleep(ST [j℄:lo)=) ST [i℄:ti 6= ST [j℄:tiThe third one says that proesses in Critial hold the minimum-nonzero tiket:(8ST; i)ST : Reahable ^ i : Int ^ i � 0 ^ i < dim(ST ) ^ ST [i℄:lo = Critial=) ST [i℄:ti = min-nonzero(ST )The itp proofs of the above theorem and lemmas follow the same pattern. First,indution over the Reahable sort generates four subgoals: one for the initialstate, and three for the three transitions. The base ase (for the initial state) issolved by the itp ommand auto, whih invokes for automati rewriting and dei-sion proedure for Presburger arithmeti. The indutive steps are solved by om-binations of auto, ase analysis, and auxiliary invariants. We also had to proveseveral lemmas about all states. They formalize properties of the operators usedin the spei�ation: max, min-nonzero (et) and the relations between them.These properties hold over all states, and not only over reahable states and,therefore, they do not amount to invariants of the system. The itp soures for theexample are available at www.irisa.fr/vertes/Equipe/Rusu/itp/mutex-n.



5 Conlusion, Related Work, and Future WorkAutomati state-spae exploration, model heking for �nite-state systems, ab-stration for reduing in�nite-state systems to �nite ones, and interative the-orem proving for in�nite-state systems are well-known veri�ation tehniques.For rewriting logi spei�ations, all but the last are urrently supported in theMaude environment. Our present ontribution adds the missing part.The approah is based on an automati translation of invariane propertiesof a fragment of rewriting logi (without frozen arguments, with no rewritesin onditions, and with ground top-level rewritings) into indutive propertiesof membership equational logi. Thanks to this translation, we an use existingtheorem provers for membership equational logi, like the itp tool, to indutivelyprove invariants of in�nite-state systems spei�ed in rewriting logi.The approah is illustrated on an n-proess Bakery algorithm. The results areenouraging, despite the fat that the itp tool is still a prototype: for example, itdoes not provide appropriate support for dealing with existential quanti�ers. Fi-nally, a distintive feature of our approah is that it is seamleasly integrated withMaude, and thus it o�ers aess to all of Maude's analysis and veri�ation tools,inluding state-spae exploration, model heking, and equational abstrations.The proposed approah also has some limitations. Like all approahes basedon theorem proving, it requires user input and expertise with the prover. Inour experiene, the user gains suh expertise during the veri�ation proessand bene�ts from feedbak that the prover provides when it fails to prove agiven subgoal due to insuÆient information. In suh ases the user typially\sees" from the pending subgoal and from its proof ontext what the missinginformation is, and is able to provide it under the form of a lemma that, whenproved, allows to settle the pending subgoal and to progress in the proof.Related Work. The CafeOBJ group from the Japan Advaned Institute of Si-ene and Tehnology (jaist) also propose an approah for proving invariants ofdynami systems. Their approah onsists in enoding the system under veri�a-tion as an Observational Transition System (ots), and invariants as state pred-iates over the states of otss. Then, the ots and invariant an represented intoseveral formalisms (Figure 3): CafeOBJ and Coq, for theorem proving [14,15℄;Maude, for invariant falsi�ation [16℄; and smv, for model heking [17℄.Closest to our work is the theorem-proving approah in CafeOBJ. We nowbriey desribe it and and ompare it to ours. The base and indutive stepsof an invariane proof are enoded as prediates over (pairs of) states of theCafeOBJ representation of the ots desribing the system. Then, the equationalredution of CafeOBJ is used to show that all those prediates evaluate to true.Operations that are typially the role of a theorem prover (ase analysis, freshonstant generation,. . . ) have to be done by the user. This may be a soureof unsoundess in large proofs. By ontrast, in our approah, the itp theoremprover generates the base and indution step as proof obligations, and managesthe onstant generation and ase-splitting so that unsoundness is not introdued;and proofs are typially more automati thanks to itp's deision proedures.
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Fig. 3. Observational Transition Systems: representation in CafeOBJ and other tools.Another di�erene between our approah and that of the CafeOBJ group liesin the fat that we remain within one single, integrated environment and formal-ism (that of Maude and of rewriting logi/membership equational logi), whihallows us to rely on a ommon semantis for the various veri�ation ativities(Figure 1). By ontrast, the CafeOBJ group use several tools, with di�erent for-malisms and di�erent underlying semantis (Figure 3). This naturally raises thequestion of whether, for a given veri�ation problem, one gets onsistent answerswith the di�erent tools. A partial answer is given in [18℄, where an impliationbetween invariant veri�ation in CafeOBJ and Maude (Figure 3, top) is proved.In [12℄, Bruni and Meseguer present an exhaustive enoding of rl into mel,inluding the features that we did not onsider here (rewrites in onditions ofrules, frozen arguments, and general rewriting, not just ground top-level). Theirgoal is to de�ne the semantis and proof theory of rl in terms of those ofmel. Our goal is di�erent: to enode just the invariane of rl spei�ations inmel, with an enoding that is simple enough to be used in a theorem-provingapproah. A simple enoding is ruial in a theorem-proving approah for usersto reognise, through the enoding, the theorems that they are trying to prove.The veri�ation of parameterised systems is undeidable in general. Hene,automati approahes are limited to sublasses of suh systems. Among the(many) existing automati approahes we an mention regular model hek-ing [19℄, in whih the system's states are enoded as regular languages, and thetransition relation is expressed by transduers; and ounting abstrations [20℄,in whih only the number of proesses whose ontrol reside in a given loationis reorded, and veri�ation is performed on the resulting abstration. Theoremproving approahes suh as the one proposed here are more general, but theyrequire, in general, user intervention in building proofs.In the future we are planning to experiment a ombination of our theorem-proving approah and of state-spae exploration with abstrations. The idea isthat, although the main goal may not be provable automatially using abstra-tions, some of its auxiliary subgoals might indeed be provable automatially.
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Appendix (for reviewers only)Theorem 1 Consider a rl theory R = (K;�; S;E;R) with a sort State 2 Swith kind [State℄ 2 K, and a term t 2 T�;[State℄(X). Then, for all ground termst0 2 T�;[State℄, R #̀ (8X)t�!t0 if and only ifM(R; t) ` t0 : Reahable:Proof. ()) By indution on the length of the top-level derivation R ` �(t)�!t0orresponding toR #̀ (8X)t�!t0 . Here, the length is the number of appliationsof the Replaement rule. If the length is 0 then �(t) and t0 are equal moduloE (that is, E ` �(t) = t0). The membership (8X)t : Reahable from M(R; t)impliesM(R; t) ` �(t) : Reahable whih impliesM(R; t) ` t0 : Reahable.We assume the impliation is true for a derivation of length n, and prove itfor length n+1. Up to equality modulo the equations E, the derivation of lengthn+1 an always be deomposed as R ` �(t)�!t00�!t0, for some ground term t00suh that the last step R ` t00�!t0 is an appliation of the Replaement rule witha given rule (�) (8X)l! r if C of R and ground substitution �0 : X 7! T�.1. then, t00 � �0(l), t0 � �0(r), and E ` �0(C) = true, whih implies a fortioriM(R; t) ` �0(C) = true.2. by indution hypothesis,M(R; t) ` t00 : Reahable;3. hene, using the Replaement2 rule in De�nition 1 with the membership(�(�)) r : Reahable if l : Reahable ^ C (f. De�nition 5) and substitution�0 we obtainM(R; t) ` t0 : Reahable, whih onludes the ()) diretion.(() By indution on the length n of the derivationM(R; t) ` t0 : Reahable.Here, the length is the number of appliations of the Replaement2 rule fromDe�nition 1, suh that the sort s in the rule is Reahable. Note that the lengthn is at least 1, beause, in order to infer a membership to Reahable, the ruleReplaement2 in whih the sort s is Reahable must be used at least one.The base ase n = 1 implies that the unique appliation of Replaement2 usesthe membership (8X)t : Reahable orresponding to the initial term. Indeed, allthe other memberships de�ning Reahable are reursive, i.e., they require thatsome other membership to Reahable was proved before. Hene, there exists aground substitution � suh that t0 = �(t), and then R ` �(t)�!t0 by Reexivity.We now assume the statement true for n � 1 and prove it for n + 1. Upto equality modulo the equations E, a proof of length n + 1 an always bedeomposed into a proof M(R; t) ` t00 : Reahable of length n, for some termt00 2 T�, followed by an appliation of the Replaement2 rule with a membershipof the form (�(�)) r : Reahable if l : Reahable ^ C, obtained from a rule(�) (8X)l ! r if C of R. Then, t0 � �0(r), t00 � �0(l), andM(R; t) ` �0(C) =true for some ground substitution �0. Sine the Reahable sort in M(R; t) is\new", it does not our in the onditions C of rewrites rules, and then E `�0(C) = true, and, by Replaement, R ` t00�!t0. By indution hypothesis, fromthe proof ofM(R; t) ` t00 : Reahable we obtainR #̀ (8X)t�!t00 i.e., there existsa ground substitution � : X 7! T� suh that we have a derivation R ` �(t)�!t00in whih all appliations of Replaement are used with ground substitutions.Sine the derivation R ` t00�!t0 from the previous item was also obtained with



a ground substitution (�0) we obtain by Transitivity and De�nition 3, that R `# (8X)t�!t0, whih onludes the proof. 2Corollary 1 Consider a rl theory R = (K;�; S;E;R) with a sort State 2 Swith kind [State℄ 2 K and a state prediate (8x : [State℄;8X)'. Then, hR; t0i `2' if and only if M(R; t0) `ind (8x : [State℄)(8X)(x : Reahable) '). 2Proof. From M(R; t0) `ind (8x : [State℄)(x : Reahable) (8X)')and knowing that a universal property holds in an initial model if and only ifall its ground instanes hold in the initial model, we obtain equivalentl8t 2 T�;[State℄:M(R; t0) `ind (t : Reahable) (8X)'(t=x))Then, using basi logial reasoning: A ` (B ) C) if and only of (A ` B impliesA ` C), we obtain equivalently8t 2 T�;[State℄: ([M(R; t0)`t : Reahable℄ implies [M(R; t0)`ind (8X)'(t=x)℄)Now, using Theorem 1,M(R; t0) ` t : Reahable is equivalent toR #̀ (8X)t0�!t;and, sine ' does not refer to the sort Reahable,M(R; t0) `ind (8X)'(t=x) ifand only if E `ind (8X)'(t=x). Hene, the last impliation yields equivalently8t 2 T�;[State℄:R #̀ (8X)t0�!t implies E `ind (8X)'(t=x) (9)whih, by de�nition of invariane, (f. Setion 2) is exatly hR; t0i ` 2'. 2


